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way of life, centering on food-producing activities winch appealed in diflcient parts of
the world at different times. (See hs'.me 1.2 Mankind's Woildwule Passage to Civiliza-
tion.) H is a stage of social and cultural development thai j\eneially came al'lcr the
paleolithic stage based upon food gatheimg and collecting and U'toie the use of cities
and an urban way of life. Neolithic society was maiked by two pi incipal kinds of food
production and therefore two ways of life, One was based upon apiculture and
cultivation of grains; the other was based upon the the heeding and herding of
animals. The former began with incipient cultivation and "vqvcultnie" and then
developed effective cultivation of field grain and the plautuu' ol seed by turning the
soil with stone hoes or by the gardening of loot ciops. Hoe aj'.nctilture was typical of
Middle Eastern and European neolithic societies; loot fuulen a^uniltme developed in
monsoon Asia, Southeast Asia, and southern China. The evidence seems to ho that the
first food production may have begun sometime dminr, the peiunl 10,000 to 12,000
years ago in the region of Mesopotamia; it appealed latci than that in otbei parts of
the world.
There has been debate as to whether ot not neolithic cultivation preceded
neolithic pastoralism; by and large most of the evidence seems to indicate that it did in
most regions of the World. But in general when hmniiu*, and pastmal husbandly came
together in various mixed forms the result was the neolithic village type of com-
munity, apparently appearing in embryonic fonn tor the fust time m the lull country
of Mesopotamia sometime after 7000 B. C. and becoming so well ionned and diffused
between 6000 B. C. and 4000 B. C. that the village faunint* type ot community life
became, so to speak, the model or basic type of society in winch most of the people of
the world have lived for most of the time since then.
The prototypes from which the first Afro-Emasian civih/ation developed were
the neolithic villages of the Mesopotamia!! high eounhy to the east, noitii, and west of
the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. The neolithic farmeis cultivated such plains as wheat
and barley, and they domesticated cattle, sheep, goats, and swine. They could become
economically self-sufficient without being constantly on the move to find then food;
their children could be more productive in helping with cultivation and heuliwv, and
the people could have more children. So population mcieased. A smplus of food and
goods even made possible an incipient trade with othet villages, foi the neolithic
villages in Mesopotamia were not completely isolated. Herdsmen would nm into each
other; migrants would go from place to place throughout the region which eventually
became something like a continuous agricultural aiea. Neveitheless, trade was not the
principal basis or ingredient in a village's economic affairs.
As the neolithic way of life spread to other parts of the world or grew up
independently of outside influence, an almost infinite cultural vaiiety developed in
tools, weapons, ornaments, art, and pottery; there was probably a similar vaiiety in
ideas, beliefs, and customs. In fact, the development of oral language may have been
the most transforming cultural change of all. In any case, neolithic refinement m tools
and artifacts is clearly evident. Their inventiveness and creativity were also remarkable,
as neolithic villagers discovered, developed, or domesticated nearly all of the food
plants and animals still known today.

